
Flower Lampshade 2 colour
Read More
SKU: 00023
Price: ₹861.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Lighting, Applique Lampshades, Applique
Tags: applique lamp shades, cotton lamp shades,
fabric lamp shades, lamp shades, light shades, odisha
lamp shades, Pipili Applique, pipili lamp shades

Product Description

After something more traditional with natural fabric with an easy install the flower
lampshade is definitely a contender for a modern chandelier.

Material: Cotton fabric
Dimension(HWL): 14 inch
Height:  14 inch
Art form: Pipili applique work
Weight: 0.2kg

Description of the flower lampshade:

The idol presented here is a flower applique lampshade.
The lampshade is coming in two colors: red and blue.
The mirror studded in this masterpiece will be an amazing add-on to the beauty of your
house with two different shades of blue-colored clothes.
One of the most widespread craftworks of Orissa is the Pipili applique work that comes
from the town of Pipili. 

Uses of the flower lampshade for decoration and illumination:

The lampshade is attached to the ceiling and hangs down on a rod, cable, pipe, chain, or
rope.
Lighting the lamps with glowing shades helps in creating a pleasant ambiance at home.
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The sheer luxury that a hanging lampshade exudes, can transform any home.
The perfect option for people, who want traditional hanging lights in their homes.
Lanterns are attractive hanging lighting options that suit various budgets and home styles
and can be used indoors, as well as, outdoors. There are multiple ways in which you can
hang these unique hanging lights on various nooks and hooks on both walls and ceilings.
 Hanging decorative lanterns add appeal and provide drama, as well as effective task
lighting. Simple and elegant, hanging lanterns can elevate the decor quotient of a space.
A design trend that is beyond traditional lighting and doubles up as an art piece.
These ceiling-hanging lights are perfect for living rooms.
Used them as a light for the Diwali festival, Christmas lanterns, etc.
Enhance the beauty of trees by hanging the lights.

How to clean the lampshade correctly:

The best method of cleaning the applique work is by soaking it in clean water once or
twice, (do not squeeze ) and then letting it air dry.
Make sure you unfasten the bulb from the lampshade.
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